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FLEXIBLE INTERCOM SYSTEM DESIGN FOR TELEMETRY
SITES AND OTHER TEST ENVIRONMENTS

Timothy B. Bougan
Science Applications International Corporation

ABSTRACT

Testing avionics and military equipment often requires extensive facilities and numerous
operators working in concert. In many cases these facilities are mobile and can be set up at
remote locations. In almost all situations the equipment is loud and makes communication
between the operators difficult if not impossible. Furthermore, many sites must transmit,
receive, relay, and record telemetry signals.

To facilitate communication, most telemetry and test sites incorporate some form of
intercom system. While intercom systems themselves are a not a new concept and are
available in many forms, finding one that meets the requirements of the test community (at
a reasonable cost) can be a significant challenge. Specifically, the test director must often
communicate with several manned stations, aircraft, remote sites, and/or simultaneously
record all or some of the audio traffic. Furthermore, it is often necessary to conference all
or some of the channels (so that all those involved can fully follow the progress of the
test). The needs can be so specialized that they often demand a very expensive “custom”
solution.

This paper describes the philosophy and design of a multi-channel intercom system
specifically intended to support the needs of the telemetry and test community. It discusses
in detail how to use state-of-the-art field programmable gate arrays, relatively inexpensive
computers and digital signal processors, and some other new technologies to design a fully
digital, completely non-blocking intercom system. The system described is radically
different from conventional designs but is much more cost effective (thanks to recent
developments in programmable logic, microprocessor performance, and serial/digital
technologies). This paper presents, as an example, the conception and design of an actual
system purchased by the US government.
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INTRODUCTION

While upgrading its fleet of E-9A telemetry relay aircraft at Tyndall AFB, Florida, the US
Air Force recognized a requirement to replace the existing intercom system. This system
was inadequate for a number of reasons (most notably its lack of ability to monitor all
available audio sources). The Air Force expressed a desire to migrate to a digital system
for noise immunity and improved reliability. In addition to operator stations in the cockpit
and equipment bay, the new system must tie in twenty-two different radios and aircraft
guidance systems.

A little research soon proved that their was no “off-the-shelf” solution available for this
specific application. Furthermore, those companies that produced a line of digital
intercoms that could be tailored to work quoted $200,000 (and up) for a single system.
This price was significantly out of the USAF’s budget for the intercom task.

Fortunately, thanks to the emergence of inexpensive and very powerful digital signal
processors and the evolution of field programmable gate array technology, it is possible to
design and build a fully digital and completely non-blocking intercom system at a
surprisingly modest cost. This paper discusses the broad design considerations of such a
system (which we called “FlexComm II” or “FCII”).

BASIC THEORY OF OPERATION

FlexComm II (hereafter referred to as FCII) is a completely digital system, but the signals
going to and from speakers, radios, and microphones must be analog. FCII has “remote
stations” close to each analog interface. The remote station’s job is to digitize the
incoming signals and transfer them to the Central Control Unit (CCU). The CCU mixes the
signals and returns them (again, digitally) to the remote station which, in turn, converts the
digital data back into an analog signal for output. The remote station may have a keypad or
may interface with a radio.

Data is passed between the remote stations and the CCU over a 1 MB/s, point-to-point,
asynchronous bus called the “ComBus”. The CCU has one ComBus interface for each
remote station and acts as the “master” or “bus controller” for each connection. The
overall configuration is a “star” network.

The CCU itself consists of two processors: a high-speed digital signal processor (DSP)
and a general purpose computer. The DSP must do all the audio mixing and volume
adjustment. The general purpose computer communicates with the remote stations to
determine how the audio is to be mixed and scaled, and then passes the processing
information to the DSP.



Keypad data, like voice data, is passed over the ComBus and processed in the CCU. The
CCU will return commands to the remote stations (to illuminate keys or transmit on
radios). Everything is done digitally, including volume controls for the headsets and
speakers.

The CCU represents a single-point-of-failure. The best way to address this weakness it to
make the CCU dual-redundant. The second unit will be operating in a “listen-only” mode.
If it does not receive any ComBus traffic within a timeout period (say, 1 second) it will
automatically assume control and disable the ComBus drivers on the original master.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

FCII consists of a combination of four specific units:

• Central Control Unit (CCU)
• Operator/Pilot Station
• Radio Station
• Passive Station

One CCU is always required. FCII may have an additional CCU which constantly
monitors ComBus traffic and can “take over” if the primary CCU fails. All other units are
optional and may be added in quantity (as appropriate). For the E-9A, the FCII system
consists of two CCUs (one primary and one redundant), four Operator/Pilot stations, three
Radio Stations (each capable of interfacing to eight radios), and four passive interfaces
(one off the wing, one off the tail, one near the jumpseat, and one next to the passenger
seats).
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Figure 1 -- FlexComm II Architecture

OPERATOR/PILOT STATION

The “operator station” is a remote station with a keyboard assembly. The keyboard allows
the operator to pass mode and volume commands to the CCU. The operator station has a
single analog input (for the microphone) and two analog outputs (one for a headset and one
for a speaker). The output stages are identical, but two are provided so the headset and
speaker may have separately controlled volume levels.

Keyboard Assembly

The keyboard assembly consists of a circuit board and a set of four off-the-shelf keypads
designed for rugged applications. Each key contains two LEDs (one red and one green).
The LEDs are controlled by a microcontroller (which also reads the keystrokes). Ever
control is digital (even volume control ). The DSP (in the CCU) multiplies the digital



output signal by the selected volume
scaling factor before transmitting the
data back to the operator station. When
the data is converted to analog by the
DAC, it is already at the selected volume
level. Keeping everything digital makes
the hardware design much simpler (and
much cheaper).

The heart of the keyboard assembly is an
Intel 87C52 microcontroller. This
microcontroller scans the keypads and
generates debounced, rolled-over
keypress data that it transfers to the
CCU via the ComBus. The
microcontroller does not process the
keypress data... that job is entirely up to
the CCU. The CCU sends commands
back to the microcontroller to control the
LEDs in each key. The microcontroller
will act on the commands by
manipulating the control lines for the LED drivers in the keyboard assembly.

The keyboard assembly has two National MM5486 LED Display Driver chips (each can
drive up to 33 LEDs). The drivers take a serial, 3-wire interface from the microcontroller
and latch the state of the LEDs. The chips are cascadable so only three lines are required
to control both chips. The brightness control is used to pulse-width modulate the LED
power (to allow the LEDs to be “dimmed” inside the aircraft cockpit).

Keyboard Assembly Software

The microcontroller in the keyboard assembly must run a simple program that performs the
following tasks:

• Scans the 28 keys, providing debounce, lockout, and rollover logic
• Controls the 56 LEDs (one red and one green for each key)
• Communicates with the ComBus FPGA via a simple, three wire interface
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Figure 2 -- Operator/Pilot Station Keypad
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The keyboard scan routine can be a standard “walking ones” algorithm that energizes
seven rows at one time (and reads four columns). The debounce, lockout, and rollover
functions are easily included in the routine. The microcontroller will not process the key...
it will simply pass it on to the ComBus FPGA and wait for commands from the CCU.

The CCU will send commands back via the ComBus. The commands control the state of
the LEDs. The microcontroller will read each command and turn the appropriate LED or
LEDs on or off.

The three wire communications between the microcontroller and the ComBus FPGA is
controlled by the microcontroller. The three lines at DATA_ENABLE, CLOCK, and
DATA. When the microcontroller raises DATA_ENABLE, the ComBus FPGA prepares
to receive a 16 bit command from the microcontroller (to send to the CCU via the
ComBus). The microcontroller will shift each bit into the ComBus FPGA on the DATA



line (each rising edge of the CLOCK line will shift the data in). After all sixteen bits have
been shifted in, the microcontroller will continue to toggle the CLOCK line 16 more times.
During these clocks, the ComBus FPGA will shift 16 bits onto the DATA line (for the
microcontroller to read). This transfer will take place 20 times per second, whether or not
there is any “new” data to transfer. (If there is no valid data to transfer, the VALID bit in
the data word will not be set, and each processor will ignore that word).

Operator Station Circuit Board

The operator station contains a circuit board that is broken into three sections: an analog
section, a discrete section, and a ComBus section.
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Figure 4 -- Remote Station Circuit Board



Analog Section

The analog section contains two Texas Instruments TLC320AD55C Analog Interface
Circuits (AICs). These AICs each contain one 16-bit ADC and one 16-bit DAC with built-
in filters and 64X oversampling. One AIC provides both the audio input ADC (for the
microphone or radio) and the audio output DAC (for the headset or radio). The second
AIC provides the audio output for the speaker (its input ADC is not used). The AICs each
have a three wire serial interface connected directly to the ComBus section.

The analog section also contains a microphone pre-amplifier that drives the ADC on one of
the AICs. The ADC converts the microphone input into digital data that is transferred to
the CCU over the ComBus. Microphone “gain” can be adjusted digitally by the CCU to
compensate for weak or strong microphones and variations in the different operators’
speech volumes.

The two DACs receive data from the CCU over the ComBus. The data coming back has
been mixed with all other selected signals (including sidetone from the microphone). One
DAC drives the headset amplifier; the other one drives the speaker amplifier. Keeping the
two separate allows independent digital control of both volume levels and allows the
speaker to have a different level of sidetone (to prevent feedback). The input and output
amplifier circuits have a single gain potentiometer which should only be set during system
calibration. During operation, all volume control is digitally implemented by the DSP.

Discrete Section

The discrete section is very simple and includes a digitally controlled relay used to “key” a
radio transmitter and simple circuit to detect when a headset key is pressed. The control
bits go to and come from the ComBus interface (that is, the CCU can command the relay
to close, thus “keying” the radio). The CCU also receives the state of the microphone key
over the ComBus and processes the information appropriately.

ComBus Section

The ComBus is a 1 MB/s, point-to-point, asynchronous, serial bus designed to move
command and voice data between the CCU and all remote stations. The data is differential
and requires only one single twisted pair between the CCU and each station. Because it is
asynchronous and point-to-point, remote stations can easily be located 1000 feet or more
from the CCU. The ComBus can be implemented in a single Xilinx XC4003E field
programmable gate array (FPGA). The FPGA has sufficient logic resources to generate the
control signals necessary for the ADC and DACs, and can also provide the additional glue
logic for the discrete signals. Additionally, the FPGA is responsible for passing data back



and forth to the keyboard assembly (over a three wire serial interface). Its main task,
however, will be to detect and synchronize data coming from the CCU, and then provide a
serial response containing both digitized voice and keypress information. The primary
clock for the FPGA comes from an 16 MHz oscillator, which provides it with a 16-to-1
advantage (in clock frequency over bus speed) so it can successfully detect the
asynchronous commands.

RADIO STATION

A “radio station” is a combination of eight operator station circuit boards (without
keyboard assemblies). Each remote station board can interface to one radio, so a radio
station can connect up to eight independent radios to FCII. All data is passed via the
ComBus, and a separate ComBus line must be run for each remote station board (eight in
all).

Since the voice data coming from the radio is already amplified, it does not require the
microphone pre-amp circuitry on the remote station board (and that circuitry is disabled).
Both the input and output signals may optionally pass through a 600 ohm audio
transformer for noise isolation. Also, the radios do not require two output signals (there is
no speaker to drive), so the second output is left unconnected.

The remote station board includes a board-mounted reed relay that is controlled by a bit on
the ComBus. This relay, when closed, causes the radio to transmit.

PASSIVE STATION

A “passive station” is an Operator Station circuit board without a keyboard assembly. Its
purpose is to provide an easy connection to intercom traffic at strategic locations around
the aircraft. Since the Passive Stations do not have keyboard assemblies, the audio
connections can not be set by the user. Each passive station can be either preset in the
FCII configuration file, or can be set to “mirror” an operator station. Passive stations will
not have speakers.
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The Central Control Unit (CCU) is the heart of FCII and contains a high-speed Digital
Signal Processor (DSP) and an embedded general purpose processor. The CCU contains
one or more ComBus adapters to connect to remote stations.

Embedded PC

The embedded computer in FCII is based on an Intel 486 processor and runs embedded
MSDOS (the control software was developed and tested on a desktop PC, and then
transferred to the embedded system). The CCU uses a solid-state “flash memory” disk to
store the control program and configuration data.



The embedded computer maintains an internal table detailing how all voice signals in FCII
are to be combined and distributed. It specifically communicates with each operator station
(over the ComBus) and interprets all keypresses. For instance, if the pilot presses the NET
1 button, the computer knows that all other stations on NET 1 must now be added to the
pilots output audio. It modifies the processing table in the DSP’s memory space to enable
the additional signals.

The computer also maintains an intricate array of volume levels (since every signal going
to every station may be independently adjusted).

Embedded PC Software

The code running in the embedded PC needs to constantly monitor the keystrokes from
each Operator Station and respond to those keystrokes in an appropriate manner. Since
keystrokes will only come as fast as they can be pressed by the operator, the embedded
computer will execute the following code at a rate of twenty times per second:

for X=FIRST_STATION to LAST_STATION do
if Key_Pressed(X) then
 Read_Key_Stroke(X);

Process_Key_Stroke(X);
Update_DSP_Control_Table(X);
Queue_LED_Commands(X);

end else if Command_Queued(X) then
Send_LED_Command(X);

end if;
end do loop;

The “Key_Pressed” function accesses the ComBus Adapter to see if a keypress has been
detected for the particular Operator Station. If so, the “Read_Key_Stroke” routine again
accesses the ComBus Adapter and retrieves the value of the key pressed.

Processing the key stroke (Process_Key_Stroke) is a multifaceted routine and can vary
dramatically depending upon the key that was pressed. For instance, if the “Up_Volume”
key is pressed and the station is in normal mode, that means the operator wants to increase
the volume to his headset. The computer will increment the volume factor (that the DSP
will multiple with the final output signal) and then “stuff” the new value in the DSP’s local
memory table (Update_DSP_Control_Table).

The computer must also tell the operator station how to illuminate the LEDs (in the keypad
keys). Since a single keystroke could cause many keys to change at once, it’s not practical
to try send all the updates immediately (the remote station couldn’t keep up and the other
stations would be “locked out” until all the processing was done.



Queue_LED_Command commands back to the operator station (telling it how to light each
LED). The computer sends the commands by writing them to the proper address on the
ComBus Adapter. Since this routine will often require multiple commands to be sent to the
station, the commands are “queued” and sent as time permits. The embedded PC will
repeat the above loop for each Operator Station in the system.

Digital Signal Processor

The DSP is a TI 320C50 RISC processor (a 32 bit, fixed-point machine) capable of
operating at 20 MIPS. Its primary purpose is to do all the summing and multiplication
required for each station. The DSP simply executes a loop... all the parameters (such as
volume levels) are inserted by the embedded computer (discussed above). The digitized
voice data is directly inserted into the DSP’s memory space by the ComBus adapter. The
actual DSP board used in FCII is a Texas Instruments DSP “Starter Kit” board (which
costs just $99 and includes an assembler and debugger(\).

Since the DSP has a formidable task, care must be taken when building the main program
loop. The code is all assembly language (for optimum speed). All voice data from each
ComBus interface must first be transferred to on-chip RAM. This is a relatively slow
process, since accessing the ComBus interface requires “wait-state” memory cycles. All
volume control values are transferred from the embedded PC interface (but this process is
completed only four times per second). Once all data is in memory, the DSP can execute at
full speed (with no wait states). At the completion of calculations, the combined voice data
(for the headsets and the speakers) is moved from internal RAM back to the ComBus
interfaces.

DSP Software

The DSP will run this tight loop:

Get_All_Digital_Audio;
for X=FIRST_STATION to LAST_STATION do

HEADSET_AUDIO[X]=0;
SPEAKER_AUDIO[X]=0;
for Y=FIRST_STATION to LAST_STATION do

HEADSET_AUDIO[X]=
HEADSET_AUDIO[X]+INPUT_AUDIO[Y]*VOLUME[Y];
SPEAKER_AUDIO[X]=
SPEAKER_AUDIO[X]+INPUT_AUDIO[Y]*VOLUME[Y];

end do loop;
HEADSET_AUDIO[X]=
HEADSET_AUDIO[X]*HEADSET_VOLUME[X];
SPEAKER_AUDIO[X]=



SPEAKER_AUDIO[X]*SPEAKER_VOLUME[X];
end do loop;
Put_All_Digital_Audio;

ComBus Adapter

The ComBus Adapter is a circuit board containing a four Xilinx XC4013E FPGAs. Each
XC4013 has sufficient resources to implement eight individual ComBus interfaces in a
single chip. The four chips share control, address, and data line drivers to buffer signals
between themselves and the DSP. Each ComBus board can talk communicate with up to
32 remote stations.

COMBUS DEFINITION

The “ComBus” is a 1 MHz, point-to-point, asynchronous, bit-serial data bus between each
remote station and the CCU. The ComBus section in the CCU is actually a ComBus
server/controller... that is, it has a separate ComBus port for each remote station and
controls all traffic on the ComBus. The remote stations are ComBus “slaves”. They do not
initialize any traffic, but listen for a transmission from the CCU and then immediately
respond.

The sequence is as follows:

• The remote station constantly monitors the ComBus for a “sync” character. When a
sync character is detected, the remote station receives 56 bits of data, broken down as
such:

Bits Description
0-15 Audio Out
16-31 Speaker Audio Out
32-47 Keyboard Command
48 Radio Transmit Control
49-55 Reserved for Expansion

• After receiving the data, the remote station will transmit a “sync” character followed by
40 bits of data, broken down as such:



Bits Description
0-15 Audio In
16-31 Keyboard Data
32 Microphone Keyed
33-39 Reserved for Expansion

The “sync” character is one and one half bit times long (low for 1/2 bit time, then high for
1/2 bit time, and then low again for 1/2 bit time). The quiescent state of the bus is low.
When the remote station detects the sync, it has enough clock information to receive the
next 56 bits. It takes 57.5 clocks to transmit data from the CCU to the remote station, and
41.5 clocks to transmit data from the remote station to the CCU. Each transfer must take
place 8000 times/second, for a total required bit rate of 792,000 bits/second. This leaves
26 bit times per transfer “turn around” time and propagation delay. At 1 MHz, 26 bit times
equals 26 usec.

Synchronization

The ComBus transfers data on a single twisted pair (differential). That means it is
asynchronous and the data “clock” must be encoded within the data itself. The ComBus
Interface (for both the CCU and remote station) must “synchronize” its own clock with the
incoming data before the data can be recovered.

To recover the clock from the incoming data, the
ComBus interface needs to sample the data line at
16 MHz (the system clock rate). It should then wait
for a sequence of 6 “low samples, followed by 8
“high” samples, followed by 4 more “low” samples.
The 8 “high” samples (surrounded by low samples)
can only occur within a sync character (since 8
samples equals only 1/2 of one bit time). After
detecting sync, the ComBus interface needs only
check every 16th sample for the data (for 56
successive bits).

After the remote station has clocked in all 56 data
bits, it must immediately respond by clocking out 8
low samples, 8 high samples, and then 8 more low
samples (a sync character) followed immediately by
sixteen samples for each of the 40 data bits it must
provide to the CCU.
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Obviously, the default state of the bus drivers for the remote station is “receive”. After
receiving all 56 bits from the CCU, the remote station will turn on its transmit drivers
before shifting the sync bits out. The CCU, on the other hand, knows to disable its own
transmit drivers immediately upon shifting the final transmit samples out. If a reply does
not come, the CCU will reenable its drivers for the next cycle. (Note: a failure from a
remote station to reply is an indication to the CCU that a remote station is “off” or has
failed.

Transmission

To achieve noise immunity and reasonable distance, the ComBus should be transmitted
differentially between the CCU and remote station. Tri-stateable drivers are required since
data needs to flow in both directions on the same line (the ComBus is a “half-duplex” bus).

If you allow 5 usec for turn-around logic, the ComBus still has 21 usec for propagation
delay. If you assume a constant propagation delay of 1 nsec per foot of copper wire, the
ComBus can travel 21,000 feet before running out of time (allowing for travel in both
directions). That’s well over four miles and greatly exceeds most drivers’ capabilities. It is
reasonable to expect, then, that distance restrictions will depend upon the differential
drivers chosen to implement the ComBus.

CONCLUSION

Although this paper is much to short to present a comprehensive design, it demonstrates
the feasibility of constructing a fully digital intercom system at a relatively modest price.
The real keys to keeping the cost down are 1) keep as much control as possible “digital”,
2) the use of the DSP “Starter Kit” ($99), 3) the use of a cheap embedded PC (around
$500), and 4) judicious use of field programmable gate arrays. The FPGAs ($30-$40 each)
let most of the detailed design take place in software. This fact, coupled with repeated use
of serial interfaces, significantly reduces the complexity (and hence the cost) of the circuit
boards in the system.


